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Once upon a time there was a small country that was full of talented and bright people. The kingdom
was full of exquisitely skilled people of almost every type. If you needed a cake, the bakers could create
a tiered cake without batting an eye. If you needed a new shovel, the carpenter could knock out a
handle nearly as quickly as the smith could cast the scoop. There wasn’t a problem the kingdom
couldn’t handle until a certain day came.

On that day, the royal family brought a child into the world. The child was born healthy and you could
tell it was healthy because that baby could cry like none other. At first, the kingdom rejoiced because a
crying baby is a baby with strong lungs and a healthy body. After a day or so, the royal family became
nervous. The crying was relentless. Whenever the baby was awake, the baby would cry. Neither the
father nor mother could comfort the child. Neither grandparents nor nurses could calm the royal child.

Before long, the kingdom grew desperate. The baker couldn’t bake a thing to stop the child from crying,
the carpenter couldn’t craft a rocker that would soothe the child, and the smith could not cast a bauble
to distract the child from whatever was causing the child to cry. No matter how hard everyone tried,
nobody had what was necessary.

It wasn’t that they did not have skills and talents, but their skills and talents could not do a thing to help
the situation. I would love to tell you that the child was soothed by something, but that’s not the point of
the story. For the sake of people who like a tidy ending, we will say that the little child was eventually
burped by a young child that nobody expected could help, but that does somewhat diminish the point of
the story.

Like that kingdom long ago, there are sometimes situations we face in life that force each of us to ask
tough questions. We look all around us for the perfect solution, but we find that there’s no way to fix the
problem with what we have at hand. We might be able to play you a great song, but sometimes the
world doesn’t need music. We might be able to build you a bridge, but sometimes there isn’t a river in
sight.

If we look at 1 Corinthians 13, we have a passage that speaks of love. The passage begins by saying
that there are all kinds of ways that a person can be gifted while not having what is necessary to fix
every problem. The first verse says: “If I speak in the tongues of mortals and of angels, but do not have
love, I am a noisy gong or a clanging cymbal.”

Love can be kind of hypothetical so let’s pretend that Paul is speaking of water. “If I speak in the
tongues of mortals and of angels, but do not have water, I am a noisy gong or a clanging cymbal.” What
good is the most beautiful of voices if a person needs a drink but has none? What good is it to be
prophetic if people are dying of thirst? What good is any of the most noble of sacrifices if it does not
come with the water that sustains life?

Paul does not speak of water, so sometimes the matter is less immediate, but no less important. Paul
speaks of love. Love in this passage is as important as water. Without water, you will die of thirst.



Without love, your efforts will get you nowhere. You may see yourself as the most gifted person around,
but if you do not have love, Paul sees your gifts as worthless. It can be cruel to die of thirst, but the
brokenhearted often know a different type of suffering.

It is a tough pill to swallow, but we noted last week that Paul has been writing to the church in Corinth
with the goal of building unity. The church itself is dealing with people with all kinds of gifts and talents.
Some of the individuals were preachers, others healers, others speakers of tongues, and still others
had a talent for leadership. The church of Corinth was wildly gifted but was struggling with ongoing
petty rivalry, jealousy, and division.

Paul was writing to a diverse church in turmoil and effectively said to the people that the thing they truly
needed was not another gift, but the love that should have bound them together in the first place. The
preachers could preach the finest of sermons, but without love it might as well be reading the sports
section aloud. The prophets could share the details of every matter to come, but if they didn’t have love,
then they might as well be flipping a coin.

For Paul, the church was created for love, united by love, and kept safe by love. Describing love, Paul
describes love as being patient and kind. Unlike the community of Corinth that was neck-deep in
struggles, love wasn’t marked by envy, boasting, or arrogance. The love described by Paul was
powerful, endless, and a meaningful foundation for a community that was on the edge of disintegration.

As harsh as it sounds, the Corinthian church was in deep trouble despite seeming to have everything
they could possibly desire. They had prophets, preachers, teachers, and leaders of every sort. Unlike a
host of modern churches, they never lacked an abundance of talented people.

Like the kingdom in our analogy, they had almost everything they could possibly want. Could that
kingdom have a cake in an instant? Yes! Could they silence the child? No. The Corinthian church could
have hosted a great preaching convention or even have hosted a workshop on speaking in tongues.
These gifts were gifts of the Spirit and they were wonderful gifts, but the church was still struggling. The
people of Corinth needed more than the gifting of another supernatural feat. The church needed love
and there was no way they could preach, prophesy, or sacrifice around that need.

What’s interesting about this passage is that it turns many expectations on their heads. I have been
preaching for over thirteen years now. I have been told many times that the church would be in a great
place if we could have better preaching, a spiritually deep music program, or a youth leader who would
attract kids to the church. I have been told that the answer was doing a simple program, pushing for
more people to be baptized, or even handing out tracts in the community. There have been so many
people who have told me the one thing that the church was missing, which was often a new program, a
new plan, or new personnel. .

What’s amazing about those suggestions is how rarely people have said a simple truth. We would be
doomed if we had all of those things but lost the ability to love one another. We could have the greatest
virtual worship setup in the world, but we would still fall apart if love wasn’t in our midst. We could have
kids hanging around the church every day of the week, but we would still have the worst youth program
in town if we did not have love.



It is true that I have seen churches struggle despite being loving, but I can tell you that there’s no darker
poison to a church than a culture that embraces division, schism, and pettiness over love. Paul is
absolutely correct when he says to the Corinthian church that love must be at the very heart of their
existence as a people or all of the giftedness will lead them nowhere.

So, love is important. Critically important. Where does that leave us? Love may be a very, but how do
we apply this to our life together as a congregation? How do we apply this teaching to our families,
friendships, and other relationships?

I would suggest that we begin by taking a moment every now and again to take an honest look at
ourselves. Are the actions we engage in loving actions or something else? We can say that we love our
neighbor, pray for our neighbor in church Sunday, and spend a significant amount of time journaling and
studying how to be a good neighbor, but all of that will be worthless if we curse them out whenever we
see them. We can talk of love, but if we throw our garbage over the fence then our talk is meaningless.

As an aside, I know that this is not easy to do. To avoid anyone saying that I might be hypocritical given
my own challenges of going through a divorce, I admit that I have relationships in my life where I need
to work on this part of things. Even so, this is an excellent starting place for all of us.

I would also suggest we take time with stories like Jeremiah’s story. Jeremiah was called to a very
difficult life. Jeremiah lived during the final days before the fall of Judah. We know a lot about Jeremiah
as Jeremiah’s ministry took place during a time when Jewish culture was beginning to transition from
being a fully oral culture to being a culture that recorded their stories on paper.

Jeremiah was a prophet that came into ministry before the fall of Jerusalem, witnessed the fall of the
Jewish people, and likely ended his ministry and life in exile after the Jewish people continued to revolt
against foreign oppression in the years after the initial fall of Jerusalem. Jeremiah had a very very
difficult calling during a hard time.

From the very beginning, God gave Jeremiah what Jeremiah required. The challenging truth is that God
called Jeremiah from his earliest moments. When Jeremiah felt insufficient to the task, God gave
Jeremiah encouragement. When Jeremiah did not have words, God was there putting words on
Jeremiah’s lips. When Jeremiah needed help, God gave Jeremiah what he needed to do what God
called him to do.

We may not always feel like loving, but do we truly believe that God will not give us what we need if we
set out with the goal of loving as God has loved us? If our goal is not to aggrandize ourselves or to live
a life worthy of boasting, do we really believe God will keep such good things from us as the ability to
love?

In Matthew 7:7-11, Jesus says: (NRSV)

7 “Ask, and it will be given you; search, and you will find; knock, and the door will be opened for
you. 8 For everyone who asks receives, and everyone who searches finds, and for everyone
who knocks, the door will be opened. 9 Is there anyone among you who, if your child asks for
bread, will give a stone? 10 Or if the child asks for a fish, will give a snake? 11 If you then, who are



evil, know how to give good gifts to your children, how much more will your Father in heaven
give good things to those who ask him

There are many moments in life where it can be easy to look at such words and say, “Those words are
very pretty, but when does that happen?” Reading stories like Jeremiah’s can show us times throughout
church history where God did provide when people are in need. Spending time with Jeremiah and his
story may give us hope when seeking strength to love.

Friends, we are called to be in community together. Being in a community is not always easy. When all
is said and done, we may wish we had someone with the spiritual gift of tongues one day or a gift of
prophecy the next. We will still be but a clashing cymbal without love. Let us pray as a community that
we have what we need and never go without an extra blessing of love.


